Band 6 - 2018
Hemmle Recital Hall – 8:30am

Ryan Stratien, Director
Ross Reinhart, Ensemble Manager

The Thunderer (Concert March) John Philip Sousa
arr. Michael Story

Ritual Dance

Heavy Metal Scott Watson

SECTION INSTRUCTORS:

FLUTE
Allison Follis
Gracie Garner
Alana Gauna
Glenda Gilmore
Roscelia Gonzales
Adrianna Pruitt
Simone Shaw
Daphne Stevens-Edward
Jaden Andrew Tan

TRUMPET
Mariah Abila
Hannah Appel
Maya Calantas
Devin Diaz
Emeline Duncan
Campbell Greenlees
Carson Hayes
Jacob Lawrence
Maximillian Rowe
Matthew White

OBOE
Graham Hutton
Breylee Joslin

CLARINET
Sarah Beller
Kylee Duncan
Madison Forest
Chloe Lester
Dakota Masoner
Jennifer Soto
Kaylea Day, Bass
Brenna Trammell, Bass

HORN
Emily Caldwell
Abrielle Gomez
Yamila Kuchta
Tayson Ure

TROMBONE
Kylie Beam
Nathan Delgado
Dwayne Higginbotham
Nathan Powell
Jacob Schrei
Diego Stevens
Juan Carlos Terrazas

EUPHONIUM
Jonathan Davila
Joe Hinojosa
Brad Lang
Jacob May
Jackson Neill
Jordan Padilla
Caleb Peppenger
Antonio Pulido
Mathias Salgado

TUBA
Ethan Canale
Liam Gulick

PERCUSSION
Lucas Cervantes
Nicolas Garcia
Jonathan Hall
Lillian Heffron
Jagger Longbine
Isiah Quintanilla
Carson Smith
Zachary Tinkler
Luke Todd
Tyler Waggoner

CDs for purchase and pre-ordered CDs will be available for pickup approximately 45 minutes after the concert ends.